FREEDOM IS
ADVENTURE
PATINA MALDIVES, FARI ISLANDS

Freedom is Adventure
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Patina Maldives,
Fari Islands

THE HARMONY
OF SANCTUARY
& STIMULATION
PATINA MALDIVES, FARI ISLANDS IS THE
FIRST EXPRESSION OF PATINA HOTELS
& RESORTS.
Designed by prolific Brazilian architect Marcio
Kogan, Patina Maldives – a rare multi-faceted
haven – offers harmony of sanctuary and
stimulation. From thoughtful wellness, ocean
journeys and interactive music programmes
to captivating culinary and art experiences
on Fari Marina Village, Patina Maldives gives
generously and intuitively. It inspires exploration
into perpetuality and crystallises connections
between self, nature and others.
At Patina, the flow is yours. And it sets you free.
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Patina Maldives,
Fari Islands
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AN ISLAND
OF WONDROUS
DEPTH

An Island of
Wondrous Depth

THE
ARCHIPELAGO
OF ARTISTRY

Patina Maldives

Fari Islands

IN THE NORTH MALÉ ATOLL, JUST 45 MINUTES FROM
VELANA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, FOUR ISLANDS FORM
AN ARCHIPELAGO OF UNIQUE QUALITY AND CHARACTER.
Luxury resorts inhabit three, while the fourth is dedicated to
world-class staff living.
The Fari Islands concept is singular – a pioneering devotion to
the human need for diverse and uplifting experiences.
And on Patina’s island lies Fari islands’ beating heart, the Fari
Marina Village that awaits guests from all three resorts.
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An Island of
Wondrous Depth

FEEL THE
VIBRATIONS
OF LIFE
FARI MARINA VILLAGE IS THE BEATING HEART OF FARI ISLANDS.
HERE, GUESTS FROM ALL THREE RESORTS CAN GATHER TO
SHARE THE EXPERIENCE OF RESTAURANTS, BARS, ART, MUSIC,
BOUTIQUE SHOPPING, EVENTS, AND ONE-OFF HAPPENINGS.

Fari Beach Club is the Fari Islands’ devotion to fun, relaxed luxury.
The craft of fine spirits is celebrated in our partnership with Proof &
Company, whose global connections to independent artisanal makers
and mixology talents are unmatched. And the craft of two-Michelinstarred culinary talent is celebrated in our menu by Chef and DJ
Nick Bril.
Nick’s restaurants are places of flavour of sound. He sees the
experience of gastronomy and music as one; it is all about the
feeling in that moment, the sense of freedom afforded by the
sensation of pleasure.
Burgess created the world-class berthing facilities at Fari Marina,
including around-the-clock, on-dock superyacht refuelling. The Art
Gallery exhibits works by local and international artists and the
absorbing presence of artists in residence and at work. And the
fashion boutiques showcase a capsule collection of limited-edition
finds by the tastemaker behind Mr & Mrs Rake.
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Fari Marina Village

“THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE FARI BEACH CLUB IS
CONNECTED TO THE NUMEROUS ELEMENTS I TRY TO
INCORPORATE WHEN CREATING A CULINARY MOMENT.
USUALLY, THE AROMAS, TEXTURES, FLAVOURS AND
COLOURS THAT FOOD OFFERS AMPLIFIES OUR SENSES.
BUT AT THE FARI BEACH CLUB, WE USE SOUND,
ARCHITECTURAL TEXTURES AND VIBRATIONS TO CREATE
A MULTI SENSORY EXPERIENCE. I AM THRILLED TO BRING
MY SIGNATURE EXPERTISE TO THIS NEW AND AMAZING
INAUGURAL OPENING OF PATINA MALDIVES.”
– NICK BRILL, CHEF / DJ / RESTAURATEUR / FATHER
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An Island of
Wondrous Depth
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Sustenance

PROFOUND
NOURISHMENT
THE EXPERIENCE OF FLAVOUR IS OPENLY EXPLORED IN THE
ISLAND’S MANY RESTAURANTS. ROOTS IS OUR PLANT-BASED
ODE TO SLOW FOOD AND PUREST NUTRITION. WOK SOCIETY
PAYS HOMAGE TO THE ICONIC DISHES OF ASIA. HELIOS
CELEBRATES SUN-RIPENED MEDITERRANEAN FRESHNESS.
BRASA BRINGS THEATRE THROUGH ITS FLAME GRILL AND
PATAGONIAN SPIRIT. AND KŌEN UNITES JAPANESE PRECISION
WITH SCANDINAVIAN POISE.
When time is of a more casual nature, guests can enjoy Veli Bar’s
poolside bites and drinks. They can pause and indulge in the delights
of European bakery, Farine. They can choose to dine in the peace of
our organic Garden or go for social eats at the Fari Beach Club. And
they can catch our pop-up food trucks, GOGO Burger, Tum Tum and
Tuk Tuk Gelato as they traverse the island.
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SHARED
EXPERIENCES
IGNITING
CREATIVITY

Shared Experiences,
Igniting Creativity
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Music

MUSIC IS THE
LANGUAGE
OF EMOTION
PATINA MALDIVES MOVES TO MUSIC. OUR PARTNERSHIP
WITH GLOBAL MUSICOLOGISTS, MAV, HAS REVEALED THE
SOUNDTRACK TO OUR UNIQUE PULSE. DIFFERENT ENERGIES
FOR MYRIAD EXPERIENCES. SOUNDS AND VIBES THAT FOLLOW
AND FORM THE FLOW.

At Fari Beach Club, food and tunes play out as one. In our restaurants,
flavours, provenance and island location are matched with sound.
At our wellness heart, FLOW, IRIS technology triggers positive brain
activation through audio. And in our studio, visiting musicians record
live acoustic sessions for Radio Patina.
Once booked, guests can access the Patina app and playlists curated
to reflect their individual preferences. This personalised sensorial
welcome becomes their first experience of Patina Maldives. While on
the island, DJs and artists play live, and music captures the essence of
the moment, the time of day and mode of play. And beyond their time
here, the music remains as a way to tap back into the feeling of being
at Patina Maldives.
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Shared Experiences,
Igniting Creativity

ART IS A VIEW
OF THE WORLD
ART HAS THE POWER TO SEDUCE, PROVOKE, SOOTHE AND
INSPIRE. IT MOVES US, MAKES US QUESTION WHAT WE KNOW,
AND REPOSITIONS OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WORLD.
THROUGHOUT THE ISLAND, ART IS GIVEN A VOICE. THE MANY
TEXTURES, FORMS, ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCES OF OUR
COLLECTION LIVE TOGETHER AS AN EXPRESSION OF THE
CONTINUOUS CADENCE OF LIFE.
Global icon James Turrell is the wisdom and maverick behind our key
piece, Amarta.
This autonomous structure explores space and the light that inhabits
it. Turrell asks that we also inhabit the space and explore our
perception of form. Under the Maldivian sun, the aperture focuses
our senses on the pulse and purity of nature.
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Art & Design

The Artling’s leading art hunter, Talenia Phua Gajardo, brings her
architecture and design expertise together with her renowned eye
for works of resonating presence by emerging and leading talent.
For Patina Maldives, this has realised an island-wide collection of
expressive pieces by international artists, a permanent art gallery,
and an artist in residence program. The mediums are vastly varied.
And the spaces they occupy are linked as stops on a journey of
discovery, wonder, reflection, identity and interaction.
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Shared Experiences,
Igniting Creativity

At The Portico, textile constructions of Japanese artist Hiroko
Takeda push the limits of material to explore the welcome
emergence of fluidity from precision.
Prints by Brazilian fine art photographer Cássio Vasconcellos are
found in the villas, capturing the exuberance of tropical nature.
The images appear to have the quality of landscape painting and
lithographies of the early 19th century due to a photographic
process created for the series. They are hypnotic in their detail and
curious in their articulation of time and creative process.
Filipa Frois Almeida and Hugo Reis of experimental Portuguese
studio FAHR 021.3 have conceptualised and built an architectural
form of intervention in our beach landscape. Its presence
punctuates nature just enough to magnify its majesty. And its
anatomy invites touch and thought.

“IN SUCH A UNIQUE LOCATION, ARCHITECTURE’S
ROLE IS TO ENHANCE THE EXPERIENCE OF THE
ASTONISHING SURROUNDINGS. IT MAY BE BY
FILTERING THE LIGHT, FRAMING THE VIEWS OR
CREATING VARIOUS NARRATIVES FOR EACH
BAREFOOT STROLL AROUND THE ISLAND.
ARCHITECTURAL LINES AND TEXTURES MEDIATE
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN NATURE AND THE
HUMAN BODY. RATHER THAN SCULPTURES, WE
LOOK FOR POETIC SPACES.”
– MARCIO KOGAN
The power of transformation is explored through an installation of
striking mirrored columns by Chinese artist Hongjie Yang. Through
experimentation with raw materials and fabrication technologies,
he blends fact with fiction, reality with fantasy to interpret life’s
liquidity. In the context of our island’s otherworldly grace, his works
stand as a playful, experiential dimension.
In the water sports centre, a wall displays a playful feature of Ropes
and Woods by Canadian artist Annie Lajeunesse. She is inspired
by the transformative process of bringing life to everyday objects
through hand-painting hardwood objects in bold graphical colour.
And in every building – from guest accommodation to Fari Marina
Village’s many restaurants – the art of architecture and design is
brightly evident. Brazilian visionary Marcio Kogan and his Studio
MK27 team have integrated buildings into the island’s lines with
soulful sensitivity.
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Art & Design
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HARMONIOUS
DESIGN LULLS
THE SOUL

Harmonious Design
Lulls The Soul

A BEAUTIFUL
REALITY
FROM THE BALCONIED FARI STUDIOS TO THE BEACH
COLLECTION – A PRIVATE ENCLAVE COMPRISING SEVEN VILLAS
AT THE HEAD OF THE ISLAND – THERE IS A SANCTUARY TO SUIT
EVERY MODE. DESIGNED FOR THE WORSHIP OF SUNRISES AND
SUNSETS, OR SOCIAL STIMULATION, EACH SPACE IS HONED
FROM NATURAL MATERIALS AND THE PROFOUNDLY POIGNANT
VISION OF DESIGNER MARCIO KOGAN.

Fari Studios sit on the edge of Fari Marina Village, perfect for
guests who prefer to be at the heart of the energy.
One-and-two-bedroomed pool villas are on the sands woven
into tropical greenery or out over the calm lagoon at one with
the horizon line.
The three-bedroom Beach House offers differing levels and
dimensions inside and out. Its enormous garden leading to
the beach is a natural world of its own.
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Sanctuary

The ultimate experience is one that offers the sense of being on a private island.
The Beach Collection brings the three-bedroom Beach House together with six onebedroom beach villas to form a personal utopia. With seven linking gardens with pools
and a pristine stretch of exclusive west-facing beach, this is an opportunity to share
one of the world’s most incredible natural environments with loved ones in pure luxury
and in tune with collective rhythm.
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Harmonious Design
Lulls The Soul
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Wellbeing

LET NATURE
BE THE GUIDE
FLOW IS THE NAME WE GIVE TO OUR WAY OF PROMOTING
AND NURTURING WELLBEING. THE WILDNESS OF NATURE AND
ELEMENTAL WONDER OF WATER OFFER ENDLESS INSPIRATION
HERE ON OUR HAVEN ISLAND.
FLOW is movement, learning, bio-hacking and nurturing therapies.
It gives our guests insight into their posture, sleep, immunity and
outlook on life. It heals with sound, touch and intelligence.
At the centre of FLOW is our spa with its specialist Watsu and
floatation treatment rooms, Hammam Suite, and PURE. It is a place
of pure and tangible soul, crafted from native materials and made
perfected by human talent, outstanding facilities and resonant
technology. Here, therapists use seaweed-based skin and body
care products by Malibu brand Osea, to nourish and restore skin’s
strength and glow.
Our partnership with Nourished enables guests to follow a course of
personalised nutrition before, during and after their stay. To retain
the connection between self and nature, enthusing the Ocean’s lifegiving nature of the sea, every studio and villa are stocked with an
exclusive range of Marine-harvested products by Haeckels®.
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POSITIVE
CONNECTION
TO KIN AND
THE PLANET

Positive Connection to
Kin and the Planet

INSPIRATION
FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION
FOOTPRINTS IS A WORLD OF DISCOVERY AND INSPIRATION
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR OUR YOUNGER GUESTS BY
SWIMSOL – THE SPECIALIST THAT HARNESSES THE SUN TO
POWER OUR ISLAND.

There’s an exploration for every type of mind. In Fab Lab, budding
engineers can turn recycled ocean plastic into models using 3D
printing and laser-cutting technology. The culinary studio invites
hungry young minds to unearth the benefits of local, organic
sourcing and enjoy delicious sustainable plant-based food. Out in
the ocean, budding marine biologists can take free diving lessons or
go shark spotting with the team that awards PADI dive certifications
to local children in the mission to raise next-generation awareness of
the precious ocean environment.
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Footprints
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Positive Connection to
Kin and the Planet
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Perpetuality

A SOURCE OF
INFINITE RESPECT
THE PROMISE OF SUSTAINABILITY IS ALIVE IN EVERY FACET
OF PATINA MALDIVES. CENTRAL TO OUR ETHOS IS THE DESIRE
TO ENGAGE OUR GUESTS IN THE NEEDS AND NURTURE OF
NATURE. WE CALL IT PERPETUALITY. OUR NEVER-ENDING
JOURNEY TO MAKING A POSITIVE IMPACT ON OUR WORLD
AND THE PEOPLE IN IT.
Day-to-day, perpetuality influences our ways of working and being.
Our kitchens operate on a zero-waste basis. There are no singleuse plastics on the island. The sun is harnessed as power. And a
permaculture garden reduces food miles and encourages guests to
forage and learn about organic growing, soil health and the potential
of plant-based nutrition.
Our island home is a privilege to treasure. We are committed to
engagement in Blue Carbon Neutrality practices and support of the
Olive Ridley Project that’s dedicated to injured sea turtle rescue and
rehabilitation. To enrich the health of our precious underwater world,
we have a marine conservation team that propagate and protect corals.
As a member of the Fari Islands Collective, we contribute 1% of
gross operating profits to fund initiatives that support Maldivian
women and children, focusing on communities most heavily
impacted by global climate change. It also means that we can
give our younger guests and local Maldivian children the gift of
awareness. With free PADI dive certificates and lessons, they can
connect with the ocean and lead the way as the next generation
of marine ambassadors and protectors.
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Freedom Is Adventure

PATINA HOTELS
& RESORTS
Patina Hotels & Resorts is the latest hospitality concept from Capella
Hotel Group. Born out of guests’ desire to honour individuality,
Patina appeals to a new generation of travellers who seek deeper
connections with themselves and the world around them. The
human-centred design flows with the natural modes people are in,
gently and intuitively providing for each guest’s individual needs,
ensuring that no two stays are exactly the same.
A five-star, sophisticated lifestyle brand, Patina Maldives, Fari Islands
will be the first launch, with a property in development in Ubud,
Bali and opportunities in China, Japan and Southeast Asia also
being pursued.

PATINA MALDIVES,
FARI ISLANDS
Patina Maldives, Fari Islands is the inaugural flagship property
from sophisticated new lifestyle brand Patina Hotels & Resorts,
the latest hospitality concept by Capella Hotel Group. Designed by
renowned Brazilian architect Marcio Kogan, Patina Maldives offers 90
contemporary one-to-three-bedroom Beach and Water Pool Villas,
alongside 20 Fari Studios, all of which embody a harmony
of sanctuary and stimulation.
Set in the Fari Islands archipelago in North Malé Atoll, guests can
immerse themselves in a new expression of island life through
thoughtful tailormade wellness journeys, interactive music
programmes, captivating culinary experiences, and bask in the
light-filled James Turrell Skyspace pavilion – all while embracing
the vibrant social scene that emanates from the destination.
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Patina Maldives,
Fari Islands

FARI ISLANDS
Fari Islands is an elevated Maldivian resort experience that
celebrates nature, craft and connection. A Pontiac Land Group
development anchored by three world-class hospitality brands,
Fari Islands is located in the North Malé Atoll within the Maldives,
a 45-minute luxury boat transfer from Malé International Airport.
The archipelago also features the picturesque Fari Marina Village,
built around a vibrant Beach Club, charming boutiques and a
selection of handpicked gastronomic experiences. Spaces have been
masterfully designed by renowned architects from Studio MK27
(by Marcio Kogan), Kengo Kuma & Associates, and Kerry Hill
Architects, to bring about a delicate balance of serene and social.
One of the islands is home to a thoughtful hospitality campus;
Fari Campus is a dedicated island for staff with a focus on
community, education, and engagement, and is the first of its
kind in the Maldives.
Fari Islands was a proud honouree of
Travel + Leisure’s Global Vision Awards
2021, recognised for its strides in
conscious travel and sustainable living.

PONTIAC
LAND GROUP
Pontiac Land is a privately-held property developer, owner, and
operator based in Singapore. The Group’s assets include hospitality,
mixedused, commercial and residential developments. With over fifty
years of experience in luxury property development, Pontiac Land
seeks to better the built environment through thoughtful architecture
and design. Each development is uniquely complemented with
world-class art and maintained by the Group’s in-house property
management team to deliver a consistently high level of well-being
and hospitality. These developments span Singapore, New York,
Sydney and the Maldives. In 2006, Pontiac Land co-launched Capella
Hotel Group in Asia. The Group subsequently acquired Capella Hotel
Group as a wholly-owned subsidiary in 2017.
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T +960 4000 555
info.maldives@patinahotels.com
patinahotels.com/maldives
@patinamaldives

All information contained in this promotional material is subject to
change at any time without notice. While reasonable care has been
taken to ensure accuracy of the information, all information contained
herein (including but not limited to visual and textual information)
cannot and should not be relied upon as statements or representations
of facts and are not to be interpreted as a promise, covenant, delivery
standard nor are they intended to form any part of a binding agreement.
Patina Maldives, Fari Islands does not assume responsibility or liability
whatsoever for any inaccuracies, errors or omissions in the information.

